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'Screw-up': Muni's botched tunnel rehab, light rail shutdown and Central Subway delay irk S.F. leaders

This week, the agency revealed to city supervisors that part of
Twin Peaks Tunnel will need to be replaced - just two years after a major $50 million-plus renovation of the tunnel was completed. In addition

U.S. finds major cross-border tunnel used to smuggle drugs SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA U.S.
feds discover smuggling tunnel  By Elliot Spagat SAN DIEGO -
A large haul of drugs, including opioids, methamphetamine and cocaine, being smuggled from Mexico to California was seized

California moves toward single water
tunnel under delta
The dual-tunnel plan would have had a 9,000 cubic-foot capacity. Like Brown's proposal, the single tunnel favored by Gov. State officials contend that a tunnel project wouldn't necessarily mean shipping off more water.
"enhanced interrogation techniques " torture

Interrogation called 'torture' for 1st time By Bob Egelko Lawyers for a Guantanamo Bay inmate who was subjected to brutal treatment at CIA "black sites" can question two U.S. psychologists who
designed the

Driver shot in the head in Caldecott Tunnel  By Ashley McBride A driver was shot in the head Sunday evening in the Caldecott Tunnel, authorities said. The shooting in the fourth bore of the tunnel happened around 7:50
p.m., as the driver was traveling

Wildlife cam shows coyote playfully leading badger into tunnel near Santa Cruz mountains By Anna Bauman They trotted into the tunnel together, tails wagging in tandem as they vanished into the dark.
The badger saunters to the edge of the tunnel, pausing at the edge. The same camera also

Escape tunnel underneath Berlin Wall opens to the public for 1st time
Most tunnels were dug from the West to the East. Not all tunnel
projects were successful.

The newly opened tunnel at Bernauer Strasse can be reached through an access tunnel built by the Underworlds Association.

Car fire closes MacArthur Tunnel in SF
S.F. A vehicle fire in the MacArthur Tunnel caused the tunnel to be closed Sunday afternoon, authorities said. A vehicle fire in the MacArthur Tunnel caused the tunnel to remain open during PG&E shut-offs. The lesser-used Devil's Slide...
tunnels on Highway 1 in San Mateo County also remain open. Twitter: @shwanika @SteveRubeSF The Cadecott Tunnel is open for morning commute on Thursday, Oct. 10, 2019 in Oakland,

Tunnel vision: Caltrans had no plan
for power outage at busy Caldecott The Robin Williams Tunnel on Highway 1 in Marin County north of the Golden Gate Bridge lost power, but it's short enough that it does not have the same safety equipment as the other tunnels. Caltrans BART breakdown
forces hundreds to walk in Oakland tunnel BART train fails in tunnel - riders walk to safety By Ashley McBride and Rachel Swan BART experienced major delays across the system Monday when one of its new "fleet of the future" trains malfunctioned in
Old technique takes new tule reed boat to Alcatraz to mark Indian occupation. Indian occupation marked at Alcatraz.

By Michael Cabanatuan

A dozen indigenous canoes - including a handmade, traditional tule boat completed hours earlier - made it to Alcatraz.
and back to Aquatic Park on Monday
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